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NY Exchange Trading Open High Low Close Change EFP

COMEX December Gold 1324.30 1325.20 1318.60 1326.00 2.30 3/320

COMEX December Silver 19.155 19.280 19.070 19.188 0.066 526/625

NYMEX January Platinum 1036.80 1038.50 1025.40 1037.20 4.20 450/550

NYMEX December Palladium 713.65 722.50 710.00 719.50 5.10 25/125  
 

          

Platinum loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) -50/+150

Palladium loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) -50/+150  
 

           

Dollar / Yen 101.13 Aus/US 0.7664

Euro / Dollar 1.1229 Dollar/Rand 13.9049

NYMEX Crude 47.93 NYMEX RBOB 147.41

Related Markets at NY Metals Floor Close (1330 PM NY Time)

 
 
 
 

         

 
 
This is by far the silliest day of the end of the current end of month/end of quarter train 
wreck.  And the most logical place for such ridiculousness to surface is the platinum 
market.  With about 4000 lots of open interest left in the October futures and first notice 
day looming, the Oct/Jan spread blew out to over six bucks today.  On a $1000 
commodity that is pushing a 2.4% annualized yield, and that is just too much.  This 
happens just about every roll in a scenario where the punters are biased to the long side.  
The front month futures lose value against spot and the second futures month, because 
X% of the longs roll.  The outright price stays under pressure because the other X% of the 
longs liquidate (and probably re-establish their longs shortly thereafter – so look for a 
rally in platinum next week).  This is not news, and it happens in gold, silver, and 
palladium too.  It is just more painfully obvious in platinum because the traded futures 
months expire on the calendar quarters.   

 
 
 
 


